1. ABSOLUTELY DO NOT visibly carry open alcohol.

2. ABSOLUTELY DO NOT arrive naked or be anywhere near the park naked.

3. DO NOT COME unless you are participating on people-powered wheels due to risk of overcrowding. NON-RIDERS come watch at Halsted near Belmont some time after 10:15pm.

4. No photographs allowed before ride except by identified authorized personnel. Assume however by participating that you may be photographed anywhere anytime.

5. Exposed goodies may make you a target for arrest. Even naked butts may be risky. Do so at your own risk or remain minimally covered or painted.

6. If confronted by police OBEY COMMANDS and comply, DO NOT ESCALATE and do not argue. If told to put something on simply do so immediately. And thank them en-route for their help.

7. This ride is monitored by National Lawyers Guild volunteers who can serve as witnesses in case of trouble. If arrested immediately call the NLG office at 312-913-0039

8. Remember the messages: Promoting freedom from oil addiction and positive body image. Not antagonizing cagers and residents and authorities. Hostile acts are completely uncool towards cars not directly threatening riders.

9. For maximum First Amendment protection integrate nudity with your message: "burns fat not oil", "nude not lewd", "no concealed weapons", "naked is how vulnerable I am sharing the roads with cars"

10. DO NOT LITTER.

11. For more information see ChicagoNakedRide.com or try the hotline at 773-578-6289 or text JOIN WNBRC to 8762.